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Optimal Mixed Tracking/Impedance Control With Application to Transfemoral Prostheses With Energy Regeneration

Gholamreza Khademi, Hanieh Mohammadi, Hanz Richter, and Dan Simon

Biomedical devices, robotic manipulators, spacecraft, industrial systems and prosthetics. For instance, industrial robots with energy recovery can provide significant economic benefits [1]. Transfer of energy to a storage element or an external source during operation is the key purpose of energy regeneration. Various storage media can be used depending on the application. For instance, reservoirs and accumulators might be used in hydraulic and pneumatic domains, while ultracapacitors are typically used in electrical domains. The main characteristics of ultracapacitors are fast charge and discharge rates, which has made them widely used in spacecraft [2], road vehicles [3], and robots [4]–[6].

Control and energy regeneration for prosthetic legs have received considerable attention over the past few decades [7]–[11]. The pioneering research in this area was conducted in 1980 [12]–[14] where capacitors were used as the storage element, but the required capacitances were not available at that time. Energy regeneration for prostheses with electrical storage elements was investigated in [15]. Energy regeneration for hydraulic prostheses was investigated in [16]–[18]. A minimization problem was solved to conserve energy in a manipulator in [19] and [20], where the authors attempted to save energy by minimizing the dissipation losses and viewed the problem as an optimal path planning problem, but did not consider the influence of external forces on energy regeneration.

The energy profile of healthy subjects during normal walking shows that the knee joint provides a net surplus energy, while the ankle requires net energy consumption [21]. The knee joint motion includes an extended time of negative power, whereas the ankle motion does not include considerable negative power during gait. In fact, the time periods of negative power at the knee are the same as the periods of positive power at the ankle. There is thus natural energy transfer through tendons and ligaments from the knee to the ankle during these periods. This motivates the idea of energy capture from the knee to alleviate the power requirement at the ankle, or at the knee during later time periods. In this study, we mimic the biological transfer of energy using ultracapacitors instead of ligaments and tendons.

This idea has also motivated other researchers to develop prosthetic legs with energy regeneration. For example, researchers in [22] developed a passive prosthetic leg that transfers knee energy surplus to the ankle. In recent work [23], [24] a generalized framework for robotic modeling and control with energy regeneration was proposed, where a
general robotic configuration with rigid links was considered and energy regeneration was taken into account. Inverse dynamic control was used to control the manipulator. To improve control and compensate for model uncertainties, robust passivity-based control was suggested in [24]. The control design was implemented and experimentally tested on a PUMA robot where the feasibility of energy regeneration at the semi-active joints was demonstrated. Semi-active virtual control was used to meet a given control objective. The virtual control was implemented by adjusting certain parameters of the semi-active joints. However, the influence of external forces on energy regeneration in powered prostheses was not considered.

The contribution of this paper is a discussion of the effect of external forces on energy regeneration, the consideration of this effect in a multi-objective optimization problem, and the use of cubic splines for time-varying impedance. We model a robotic manipulator with energy regenerative electronics, where the manipulator has both actively and semi-actively controlled joints. We consider the effect of external forces using an energy balance equation. For instance, ground reaction force plays the role of external forces in the prosthetic leg application. We investigate the influence of ground reaction force and show that it can greatly affect energy regeneration. We therefore design optimal passivity-based tracking/impedance control for the robotic manipulator to indirectly control external force. Deviations from the reference trajectories result from the impedance controller, which enforces a desired relationship between external force and deviation from the reference trajectories. This paper shows that greater deviations from the reference trajectories provide better energy regeneration, and better tracking of reference trajectories result in less energy regeneration. That is, trajectory tracking and energy regeneration are conflicting objectives. We thus use MOO to find optimal impedance control parameters to compromise between the two objectives. Constrained non-dominated sorting biogeography-based optimization (NSBBBO) is the algorithm that we use for this purpose. We have chosen to use BBO in this paper because it has demonstrated competitive performance relative to other state-of-the-art evolutionary algorithms [25]. We have chosen to use nondominated sorting because it has demonstrated competitive performance in terms of finding optimal Pareto fronts relative to other state-of-the-art MOO algorithms [26]. MOO results in a set of non-dominated solutions called a Pareto front, and we use a pseudo-weight approach to select from among the Pareto front solutions.

To demonstrate our results, we use a three degree of freedom test robot that mimics able-bodied walking. We solve the MOO problem to obtain optimal constant impedance parameters for the controller. We show that a tradeoff solution results in fair tracking and positive energy regeneration with slight chatter in the semi-active knee joint. To improve the results and remove chattering, another MOO problem with time-varying impedance is solved. Normalized hypervolume and relative coverage are used to show that the Pareto front with time-varying impedance provides better solutions than the Pareto front with constant impedance.

Our results support the possibility of net energy regeneration at the semi-active joint with acceptable tracking error. The results indicate that ultracapacitor systems with advanced controls and optimization have the potential to significantly reduce external power requirements in a powered prosthesis.

This paper builds upon and improves on previous work [27] by incorporating a more complete and comprehensive discussion of the model, the controller, the optimization problem, and the simulation and experimental results.

The rest of the paper is outlined as follows. Section II reviews mathematical modeling, manipulator dynamics, the joint mechanism structure, and the energy storage element. Section III derives the mixed tracking/impedance controller. Section IV investigates the effect of external force on energy regeneration. Section V defines the tradeoff between the control objectives as a multi-objective optimization problem; Section VI discusses the test robot hardware, the prosthesis, and the test setup. Section VII presents simulation results, experimental results, and potential improvements and limitations. Section VIII discusses conclusions.

II. MATHEMATICAL MODELING

Here we present the configuration of a general robotic manipulator with energy regenerative electronics [24]. The robotic manipulator has \( n \) degrees-of-freedom (DOF) consisting of a serial kinematic chain of rigid links connected by joints. The first \( n - m \) joints are fully active, while the remaining \( m \) joints are semi-active. The energy of a fully active joint is provided by external power, while the energy of a semi-active joint is obtained from an on-board storage element with a regenerative system.

A. Manipulator Dynamics

The motion of an \( n \)-DOF robotic manipulator is described by the following standard nonlinear equation:

\[
D(q)\ddot{q} + C^o(q, \dot{q})\dot{q} + \tau^o(q) + g^o(q) + T_e = \tau
\]

where \( q \) is the \( n \times 1 \) vector of joint displacements, \( D(q), C^o(q, \dot{q}), \tau^o(q), \) and \( g^o(q) \) are the inertia matrix, Coriolis matrix, nonlinear friction term, and the gravity vector, respectively. \( \tau \) is the vector of joint control forces or moment applied by the joint mechanisms (JMs), which are actuators that deliver the required force and torque to prismatic and rotary joints. \( T_e \) is a vector that accounts for the combined effect of external forces or moments applied to each joint of the manipulator, and is given by

\[
T_e = \sum_{i=1}^{n_f} (J_i^T) F_{ei}
\]

where \( F_{ei} = [f_{ix} f_{iy} f_{iz} M_{ix} M_{iy} M_{iz}] \) is the external force and moment applied at point \( i \) on the manipulator in Cartesian space, and \( J_i \) indicates the kinematic Jacobian at point \( i \). Semi-active joints in (1) will be augmented with the JM models in Section II-C.

B. Semi-Active Joints With Regenerative Electronics

In this section, we discuss the configuration of energy regenerative electronics for semi-active joints of a robotic manipulator. In semi-active joints, the JM only exchanges mechanical
power with the robot. Each JM has a purely mechanical stage and a power conversion element (PCE). The pure mechanical stage is composed of transmission, inertia, and friction, with its output connected to a semi-active robotic link with port variables \( \tau_j \) and \( \dot{q}_j \). The input of the mechanical stage of the JM with port variables \( F_j \) and \( \dot{x}_j \) is connected to a PCE such as a DC electric motor/generator. The PCE is a two-port element that transforms energy between two domains to regulate power transmission. The PCE is connected to an external power source in a fully actuated JM, and it is connected to a compatible storage device in a semi-actuated JM. In this paper, an ultracapacitor is considered as the energy-storing element. An ultracapacitor has a high charge and discharge rate, which makes it an ideal choice for robotic energy regeneration. \( C_e = f \int d t \) is the linear constitutive law for the ultracapacitor, where \( C_e \) is the electric capacitance, \( f \) and \( d \) are the voltage and current, and \( y = f \int d t \) is the charge of the ultracapacitor.

An ideal variable transformer (VTF) is placed between the ultracapacitor and the DC machine to control the energy flow to and from the ultracapacitor through adjustable parameter \( r_j \). Since \( r_j \) can be adjusted to be negative or positive, a four-quadrant (4Q) VTF is required [28]. An off-the-shelf 4Q servo amplifier realizes the VTF. Fig. 1 illustrates the configuration of a semi-active joint with energy regenerative electronics.

In Fig. 1, \( n_j(q_j) \) is the gear ratio function and \( m_j \) and \( b_j \) are the moment of inertia and viscous damping of the gear transmission and motor reflected to the input of the transmission. \( a_j \) and \( R_{aj} \) are the torque constant and motor armature resistance, respectively. To control the energy storage rate in the ultracapacitor, an additional series resistance \( R_{ej} \) is added, whose power dissipation is controlled by a VTF through adjustable parameter \( s_j \).

A semi-active JM can always operate properly as long as the capacitor is charged. If the capacitor completely discharges, a backup power supply would power the JM in active mode while the capacitor would be bypassed until it recharges. If the capacitor completely charges and the energy storage rate is positive, the ultracapacitor could be damaged. In this case, \( s_j \) is used in an outer supervisory control loop to connect a series resistance to reduce the energy storage rate until the capacitor voltage falls below an upper limit [24]. Note that \( \tau_j \dot{q}_j < 0 \) indicates that mechanical energy is transferred to the JM from the robotic link, indicating regeneration mode, while \( \tau_j \dot{q}_j > 0 \) indicates an opposite flow of energy, indicating driving mode.

### C. Augmented Robot Dynamics

In general, JMs can be considered for both active and semi-active joints. Recall that a joint might be active, in which case it does not include energy storage; or it might be semi-active, in which case it does include energy storage. Also, a joint might include a JM, in which case it includes actuator dynamics; or it might not include a JM, in which case it does not include actuator dynamics and torque or force is controlled directly. To simplify the augmented model in this paper, JMs are used only for semi-active joints.

For the semi-active joints, we obtain the control signal \( \tau_j \) of the manipulator dynamics in terms of \( F_j \) with the help of a bond graph [29]. Modeling the DC machine as an ideal gyrator leads to the formulation of \( F_j \) in terms of ultracapacitor voltage \( y_j/C_j \), where \( y_j \) is the electric charge. We find a relationship between the control signal \( \tau_j \) and the ultracapacitor voltage, and then we substitute the result in the manipulator dynamics of (1) to form the following augmented dynamics:

\[
M(q) \ddot{q} + C(q, \dot{q}) \dot{q} + \mathcal{R} + g + T_e = u \tag{3}
\]

where \( u_j = \tau_j \) is actively controlled for \( j \in A = \{1, 2, \ldots, n-m\} \), and \( u_j = (1/w_j) y_j \) is semi-actively controlled for \( j \in S = \{n-m+1, n-m+2, \ldots, n\} \), where \( A \) and \( S \) indicate active and semi-active joints. The mass matrix \( M \), Coriolis matrix \( C \), and friction term \( \mathcal{R} \) for the augmented manipulator dynamics are given as follows:

\[
M_{ij} = \begin{cases} D_{ij} & \text{for } (i \neq j \text{ and } j \in S) \text{ or } j \in A \\ D_{jj} + m_j n_j^2 (q_j) & \text{for } (i = j \text{ and } j \in S) \end{cases}
\]

\[
C_{ij} = \begin{cases} C_{ij}^{(1)} & \text{for } (i \neq j \text{ and } j \in S) \\ C_{ij}^{(2)} + m_j n_j (q_j) \frac{d n_j (q_j)}{d q_j} \dot{q}_j & \text{for } (i = j \text{ and } j \in S) \end{cases}
\]

\[
R_{ij} = \begin{cases} R_j^2 & \text{for } j \in A \\ R_j^2 + (b_j n_j^2 (q_j) \dot{q}_j + \frac{a_j^2}{R_j} \dot{q}_j) & \text{for } j \in S \end{cases}
\]

where \( a_j = \alpha_j n_j(q_j) \) and \( R_j = R_{aj} + \frac{a_j^2}{R_j} \). Note that the gravity vector does not change: \( g = g^\circ \). The basic characteristics of skew-symmetry and passivity are still maintained for the augmented robot dynamics [23]. To simplify the control design, the back-emf term \( a_j^2 \dot{q}_j / R_j \) in the augmented friction vector \( R_{ij} \) of (4) is canceled, so the control law \( u \) has the form

\[
u_j = \begin{cases} v_{cj} & \text{for } j \in A \\ v_{cj} + \frac{a_j^2}{R_j^2} \dot{q}_j & \text{for } j \in S \end{cases}
\]

where \( v_j \) is the desired virtual control. In case we lack prior knowledge of the JM parameters, we can use either robust or adaptive control approaches to cancel the beck-emf term [30]. In Section III we design \( v_j \) for the augmented dynamics to achieve the control objectives. The control law \( u_j \) is then obtainable using (5). For \( j \in A \), the control law \( u_j = \tau_j \) is directly commanded, while for \( j \in S \) the control law is provided by the storage element and is in the form \( u_j = \frac{v_j}{C_j} y_j \). Note that \( s_j \)
is set to be constant, assuming that the ultracapacitor voltage is less than the upper threshold, so \( r_j \) is the only adjustable parameter:

\[
   r_j = \frac{u_j R_j}{a_j E_j} \quad (6)
\]

### III. Virtual Control Design

In this section, we use passivity-based (PB) control [31] to design a virtual control \( v_c \) for the augmented robot dynamics of (3) without the back-emf term. The control objective is to track desired motion references for all robotic joints. A subset of the joints must have pure motion tracking, while the remaining joints are controlled to achieve a trade-off between tracking accuracy and energy regeneration by specification of a target impedance. The first subset of joints is referred to as motion-controlled (MC), while the second as impedance-controlled (IC). In the prosthesis application, MC joints represent residual healthy joints in an amputee, while IC joints correspond to powered prosthetic devices with energy regeneration.

A target impedance is imposed to regulate the response of the tracking errors to external forces (and consequently to control stored energy). The first \( m - n \) joints (active) are MC, while the remaining \( n \) joints (semi-active) are IC.

We partition the joint displacement as \( \mathbf{q}^T = [\mathbf{q}_{MC}^T \; \mathbf{q}_{IC}^T] \), and \( T_e = [T_{MC}^T \; T_{IC}^T] \), where \( \mathbf{q}^T(t) \) is the desired motion trajectory in joint space. Tracking error is defined as \( \mathbf{q} = \mathbf{q} - \mathbf{q}^T \). The target impedance is specified as

\[
   \dot{\mathbf{q}}_{IC} + b \mathbf{q}_{IC} + k \mathbf{q}_{IC} = -T_{IC} \quad (7)
\]

where \( I, b, \) and \( k \) are diagonal matrices that represent the desired inertia, damping, and stiffness, respectively. Note that \( F_r = 0 \) implies that asymptotic tracking can be achieved for IC joints. To achieve the target impedance, the variable structure method for robust control (VSMRC) [32] is used:

\[
   \dot{z} = A z + k_p \hat{q}_{IC} + k_d \ddot{q}_{IC} + k_f T_{IC} \quad (8)
\]

where \( z \) is the \( m \times 1 \) compensator, \( A \) is a negative semi-definite matrix, and \( k_p, k_d, \) and \( k_f \) are chosen to achieve the target impedance. Using previous results on PB control [31], [33], the desired virtual control is chosen as

\[
   v_c = M(q) a + C(q, \dot{q}) v + R(\dot{q}) + g(q) - K r + T_e \quad (9)
\]

where \( a, v, \) and \( r \) are partitioned as \( \mathbf{a}^T = [a_{MC}^T \; a_{IC}^T] \), \( v^T = [v_{MC}^T \; v_{IC}^T] \), and \( r^T = [r_{MC}^T \; r_{IC}^T] \), and

\[
   \mathbf{v}_{MC} = \dot{\mathbf{q}}_{MC}^T - \Lambda_{MC} \mathbf{q}_{MC} \quad (10)
\]

\[
   a_{MC} = \dot{v}_{MC} = \dot{\mathbf{q}}_{MC}^T - \Lambda_{MC} \mathbf{q}_{MC} \quad (11)
\]

\[
   \mathbf{r}_{MC} = \mathbf{v}_{MC} - \mathbf{v}_{MC} = \dot{\mathbf{q}}_{MC} + \Lambda_{MC} \mathbf{q}_{MC} \quad (12)
\]

\[
   v_{IC} = \dot{q}_{IC} - \dot{\mathbf{q}}_{IC} - \Lambda_{IC} \dot{\mathbf{q}}_{IC} = F_r z \quad (13)
\]

where \( K, \Lambda_{IC}, \Lambda_{MC}, \) and \( F_r \) are diagonal matrices with positive entries. Global asymptotic stability is proven in [27], so we can conclude that that \( r \) and \( z \) converge to zero. Therefore, \( r_{MC} \rightarrow 0 \) results in \( \dot{q}_{MC} + \Lambda_{MC} \dot{q}_{MC} \rightarrow 0 \) as shown in (11), which leads to asymptotic reference trajectory tracking for the MC joints; that is, \( q_m \rightarrow q_{MC}^d \). Based on (13) and its derivative, \( r_{IC} = 0 \) and \( \dot{r}_{IC} = 0 \) implies that

\[
   z = -F_r^{-1} (\dot{q}_{IC} + \Lambda_{IC} \ddot{q}_{IC}) \quad (14)
\]

\[
   \dot{z} = -F_r^{-1} (\dot{q}_{IC} + \Lambda_{IC} \ddot{q}_{IC}) \quad (15)
\]

Substituting (14) and (15) into the dynamic compensator (8) results in

\[
   F_r^{-1} \ddot{q}_{IC} + (F_r^{-1} \Lambda_{IC} + A F_r^{-1} + k_d) \dot{q}_{IC}
   + (-AF_r^{-1} \Lambda_{IC} + k_p) q_{IC} = -k_f T_{IC} \quad (16)
\]

where \( F_r, k_d, k_p, \) and \( k_f \) are chosen so that (16) matches the target impedance of (7). Given \( I, b, \) and \( k \), the dynamic compensator parameters \( F_r, k_d, k_p, \) and \( k_f \) are obtained as

\[
   F_r = I^{-1}
\]

\[
   k_d = b - I \Lambda_{IC} + AI
\]

\[
   k_p = k + A \Lambda_{IC}, \quad k_f = I_{m \times m} \quad (17)
\]

where \( I_{m \times m} \) denotes the identity matrix, and \( I \) denotes the inertia of the target impedance. In the control law of (9), \( T_e \) is assumed to be known. This assumption is valid since external forces can be measured by sensors and the Jacobian can be obtained from the manipulator kinematics. Note that we neglect the fast sensor dynamics in this study. We do not expect the sensor dynamics to affect the control, as confirmed by our experiment results in Section VII. The virtual control law leads to pure motion tracking for the active joints and achieves the target impedance for the semi-active joints. Impedance parameters \( I, b, \) and \( k \) are tuned to regulate the dynamic compliance of the manipulator relative to \( T_{IC} \).

### IV. Effect of External Force on Energy Regeneration

In this section, we investigate the effect of external force on energy regeneration. External forces arise because of the interaction of the robot with the environment. There are several strategies for dealing with external force. For example, the external force could be regarded as a disturbance and canceled by the controller. Another option is to impose a target impedance. It is important to consider how external force affects control, energy regeneration, and internal dynamics. According to the mixed PB tracking/impedance control law, the desired virtual control \( v_{j C} \) for the \( j \)-th semi-active joint is derived from (9), which can be written as

\[
   v_{j C} = Y_j (q, \dot{q}, a, v) \Theta - K_j r_j + T_{ej} = r_j^e + T_{ej} \quad (18)
\]

where \( Y_j \) is the \( j \)-th row of the regressor matrix, \( \Theta \) is a parameter vector, and \( r_j^e = Y_j (q, \dot{q}, a, v) \Theta - K_j r_j \). The change in the charge of the storage element is measured for each semi-active joint and multiplied by \( y_j \). The result is then integrated over
a specified period of time to find the energy change in the capacitor [24], [27]. Substituting \( v_{ej} \) into the internal energy balance equation gives

\[
\Delta E_{ej} = - \int_{t_1}^{t_2} \left( (\tau_j^e + T_{ej})\dot{q}_j + \frac{R_j}{a_j^2} (\tau_j^e + T_{ej})^2 \right) dt \quad (19)
\]

This shows that the change in the stored energy \( \Delta E_{ej} \) is equal to the work done by a desired virtual control minus the energy dissipated due to the overall electrical resistance in the JM. If \( (\tau_j^e + T_{ej})\dot{q}_j < 0 \), then mechanical energy is transferred to the JM from the robotic link. Due to presence of \( q_j \) and \( \dot{q}_j \) in \( \tau_j^e \), the sign of the work done by a desired virtual control depends on a nonlinear function of joint motion and velocity. Therefore, we might not recover energy even if the joint velocity is negative. Equation (19) shows that several parameters can affect the rate of energy storage, including the reference trajectory, external force, control gains, gear ratio, JM resistors, etc. In this paper, gear ratio, control gains, and JM resistances are fixed.

Equation (19) implies that a large external force may result in \( \Delta E_{ej} < 0 \), which implies a loss of capacitor energy, since the dissipation part of (19) includes the square of the external force. On the other hand, a smaller external force can make \( \Delta E_{ej} > 0 \) and lead to energy regeneration. With the aid of impedance control it is possible to indirectly control the external force. Impedance control with a high target impedance leads to accurate joint tracking, large impact force magnitude, and possibly low energy regeneration. Conversely, low target impedance results in poor joint tracking, small impact force, and possibly high energy regeneration.

The impedance parameters \( I, b, \) and \( k \) can be chosen to overcome external forces and obtain accurate tracking while decreasing energy regeneration. On the other hand, the parameters can also be tuned to accommodate external forces and improve regeneration at the expense of an increase in tracking error. Motion tracking accuracy and energy storage in the semi-active joints are thus conflicting objectives. Therefore, the problem of designing an impedance controller to track a desired joint trajectory and regenerate energy is a multi-objective optimization problem.

V. MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION

In this section, impedance parameter tuning to trade off joint tracking accuracy and energy regeneration is addressed with multi-objective optimization (MOO). In MOO problems, a set of solutions comprises alternatives called a Pareto set [34, Ch. 20]. In a Pareto set, no solution (Pareto point) is dominated by other solutions. The following equation defines a Pareto set for a problem with \( k \) minimization objectives:

\[
P_s = \{ x^* : [\exists x : f_i(x) \leq f_i(x^*) \text{ for all } i \in [1, k] \}, \text{ and } f_j(x) < f_j(x^*) \text{ for some } j \in [1, k]\} \quad (20)
\]

where \( f_i(x) \) is the \( i \)-th objective function and \( x^* \) is a Pareto point. A Pareto point has the property that it is impossible to improve one of the objectives without degrading another. Selecting one solution from among the Pareto set is a subjective decision on the part of the designer.

Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) have been recognized as powerful tools for solving MOO problems [26]. The non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA) is known as an efficient algorithm for optimizing a wide range of real-world MOO problems [35]. During each generation of NSGA, the non-dominated individuals are moved to a subpopulation and assigned rank 1. Then, from the remaining individuals in the population, the new non-dominated individuals are assigned rank 2. This process is repeated until all individuals have been assigned a rank. The GA then selects individuals for recombination on the basis of their rank [34, Ch. 20]. Individuals with lower ranks are more likely than those with higher ranks to be selected for recombination. In this paper, biogeography-based optimization (BBO) is combined with non-dominated sorting to obtain the NSBBO algorithm. The main idea of BBO is explained in the following section.

A. Biogeography-Based Optimization

We could choose any evolutionary algorithm for multi-objective optimization in this research. We have chosen BBO because of its demonstrated effectiveness and recent application for optimizing real-world problems [25]. BBO is a gradient-free, population-based algorithm that is based on mathematical models of species emigration, immigration, and distribution among islands [34, Ch. 14].

BBO is initialized with a set of randomly generated individuals (candidate solutions) in the search domain. The set of all individuals is called the population. BBO uses three main operators to improve the quality of the population at the next generation: (1) features (independent variables) are replaced between individuals based on their objective function values, (2) mutation is used to randomly change individuals to diversify the population, and (3) elitism is used to keep the best solutions in the population for the next generation [34, Ch. 3]. Mutation rate, the number of elites, the population size, and the number of generations are BBO parameters that are tuned to achieve good results for a specific problem.

B. Objective Functions

The tracking error of the semi-active joints is one of the objectives, and it is to be minimized. The stored energy in the ultracapacitors at the end of the simulation is the other objective, and is to be maximized. The following are the objective functions.

\[
f_1 = \sum_{j=1}^{m} \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{T} (q_j(i) - q_j^*(i))^2}{T}} \quad (\text{radians}) \quad (21)
\]

\[
f_2 = \sum_{j=1}^{m} \frac{1}{2} C_j V_{tj}^2 \quad (\text{Joules}) \quad (22)
\]

where \( q_j(i) \) is the displacement of \( j \)-th semi-active joint at time sample \( i \), \( m \) is the number of semi-active joints, and \( f_1 \) is the total RMS tracking error of the semi-active joints. \( T \) is the number
of sample points, $V_{c,j}$ is the final capacitor voltage of the $j$-th semi-active joint, and $f_2$ is the total ultracapacitor energy of the semi-active joints.

At this point we add a term to penalize candidate solutions whose capacitor voltage falls below a minimum threshold; such behavior implies an unacceptably fast energy loss:

$$
\phi = 1000 \left| \min_{i,j} \left( V_{th}, \min_{t} V_{c,j} (t) \right) - V_{th} \right| \text{ (Volts)} \tag{23}
$$

where $V_{th}$ is the minimum voltage threshold, and $V_{c,j} (t)$ is the time-varying capacitor voltage at the $j$-th semi-active joint. The factor 1000 in (23) is used to scale the significance of the penalty term $\phi$. The following MOO problem is solved by NSBBO:

$$
\min_{j,b,k} \left[ \phi + f_1 \right] \text{ such that } q_j (t) \geq \rho_j \text{ for } j \in [1,m] \tag{24}
$$

where $\rho_j$ is a constant to constrain the $j$-th joint displacement for all $t$. Adding $\phi$ to either $f_1$ or $-f_2$ would lead to a similar optimization result because in either cases the minimization cost would increase due to an infeasible solution with $\phi > 0$. Infeasible solutions are likely to be eliminated from the Pareto set in either case. Although $\phi$ and $f_1$ have different units, they are added with the assumption that implicit scaling is included in (23).

Our problem also includes $m$ inequality constraints that account for joint displacement limits. Note that we do not enforce joint limit constraints with the controller. Instead we use the constraints to prevent the selection of infeasible solutions that violate the constraints. To handle the constraints in the optimization problem, we include the constraints as another objective [34, Ch. 19]:

$$
f_3 = \sum_{j=1}^{m} \gamma_j G_j \tag{25}
$$

where $G_j$ is the constraint violation magnitude, which is defined as follows for our problem:

$$
G_j = \left[ \max \left( 0, - \min_{i} (q_j (t)) + \rho_j \right) \right] \tag{26}
$$

$\beta$ is a positive constant and $\gamma_j$ is a function of the constraint violation magnitude:

$$
\gamma_j = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } G_j = 0 \\
R_{1j} & \text{if } G_j \in (0, T_{j1}] \\
R_{2j} & \text{if } G_j \in (T_{j1}, T_{j2}] \\
\vdots & \text{if } G_j \in (T_{j,p-1}, \infty) \\
R_{pj} & \text{if } G_j \in (T_{j,p-1}, \infty)
\end{cases} \tag{27}
$$

where $p$ is the user-selected number of constraint levels, the $T_{ji}$ values are the constraint thresholds, and the $R_{ij}$ values are user-specified weights. This approach is known as the static penalty method [34, Ch. 19], is conceptually easy to implement, and ensures that infeasible solutions always have a worse objective function value than feasible solutions. NSBBO with the static penalty method is attractive because it retains infeasible solutions in the population. With this method, an infeasible solution can evolve into a feasible solution.

There are several other methods to handle constraints in optimization problems, such as the log barrier method [36]. However, the search domain of the log barrier method is restricted to feasible solutions because the penalty term is infinite for infeasible solutions. Therefore, the log barrier method ignores information from low-cost solutions that are only slightly infeasible. For this reason, we instead use a penalty method to benefit from the information provided by all solutions, including both feasible and infeasible solutions.

We perform manual tuning for the static penalty method parameters by first using a coarse grid search, followed by a fine grid search. In the coarse grid search, the performance of NSBBO is evaluated on a relatively wide range for the parameter values. The parameter values that provide the best NSBBO performance comprise the baseline for the fine grid search. In the fine grid search, NSBBO is evaluated on parameter values in the range $\pm 10\%$ of their baseline values. The parameter values that provide the best NSBBO performance are the values that we use to present results here.

## C. Multi-Objective Optimization (MOO) Problems

We use NSBBO to find optimal impedance parameters and control gains for the semi-active joints with energy regenerative electronics:

$$
\min_{j, b, k, K_{IC}} \left[ \phi + f_1 \right] \text{ such that } q_j (t) \geq \rho_j \text{ for } j \in [1,m] \tag{28}
$$

We consider two different cases: (1) constant impedance, and (2) time-varying impedance. In the first case, we search for the constant impedance parameters to minimize (28). In the second case, we search for time-varying impedance parameters to add flexibility to the control design. Instead of constant $I$, $b$, and $k$, we use impedance parameters that are defined by cubic splines. Cubic spline interpolation is attractive for this application because it is fast, stable, accurate, and capable of fitting smooth curves. Mechanical limitations prevent robotic manipulators from responding to time-varying impedance parameters that have sharp and non-smooth profiles. Note that we use constant values for control gains $K_{IC}$ in both cases.

## VI. CASE STUDY: TRANSFEMORAL PROSTHESIS

We consider a 3-DOF robot with a prismatic-revolute-revolute joint structure, including two active joints and one semi-active joint, as illustrated in Fig. 2. The first 2 DOFs are active joints and emulate human hip displacement and thigh motion respectively, and the third DOF is a semi-active joint that represents the prosthetic knee. In a real-world prosthetic application, the control for the first 2 DOFs is provided by a human. However, the purpose of optimization in this paper is to find optimal control parameters for the prosthetic knee during test robot operation. The control system provides hip force and thigh torque so that the first 2 DOFs mimic human joint motion. The test robot was developed at Cleveland State University [37], [38].
A. Manipulator Specification

The first DOF is vertical hip displacement. The second and third DOFs are thigh and knee angle, respectively. Therefore, the vector of generalized joint displacements is \([q_1, q_2, q_3]\). The first two joints are active, and the knee is semi-active \((n = 3, m = 1)\). For simplicity, the JMs are ignored for the semi-active and they are directly driven by force and torque respectively. An ultracapacitor is used as the storage element in the semi-active knee JM. It has been shown that the capacitance value does not influence energy regeneration [39].

A point-foot model is used to model the interaction force, \(F_z\), is the vertical ground reaction force (GRF) and \(F_x\) is the GRF in the direction of walking. \(T_c\) is the combined effect of GRF on the three DOFs:

\[
T_c = \begin{bmatrix} F_z \\ F_x (l_2 c_2 + l_3 c_23) - F_z (l_2 s_2 + l_3 s_23) \\ F_x (l_3 c_23) - F_z (l_3 s_23) \end{bmatrix}
\]  
(29)

where \(c_2, c_3\) and \(c_{23}\) are shorthand for \(\cos(q_2), \cos(q_3),\) and \(\cos(q_2 + q_3)\), respectively. We use a treadmill with a constant velocity as the walking surface. The surface is modeled as a mechanical spring-like stiffness. The GRF is a function of treadmill belt deflection. The vertical coordinate of the foot is obtained from the forward kinematics:

\[
L_z = q_1 + l_2 \sin(q_2) + l_3 \sin(q_2 + q_3)
\]  
(30)

where \(l_2\) and \(l_3\) are thigh and shank length, respectively. The treadmill belt deflection is \(d_z = S_z - L_z\), where \(S_z\) is the vertical distance between the coordinate system origin and the treadmill belt, and is called the standoff constant. GRF along the \(z\)-axis and \(x\)-axis is

\[
F_z = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{for } L_z \leq S_z \quad \text{(swing phase)} \\ -\delta z & \text{for } L_z > S_z \quad \text{(stance phase)} \end{cases}
\]

\[
F_x = -\frac{1 - \exp(-v_f/v_0)}{1 + \exp(-v_f/v_0)} \gamma F_z
\]  
(31)

where \(F_z\) is approximated by Coulomb friction [40]. \(\delta\) and \(\gamma\) are the belt stiffness and friction coefficient, respectively [29]. \(v_0\) is a scaling factor, and \(v_f\) is the relative velocity of the foot with respect to the treadmill and is computed as

\[
v_w = -\dot{q}_2 (l_2 \sin(q_2) + l_3 \sin(q_2 + q_3)) - \dot{q}_4 l_3 \sin(q_2 + q_3)
\]

\[
v_r = v_w - v_t
\]  
(32)

where \(v_w\) is the velocity of foot in the direction of walking, which is obtained from forward kinematics, and \(v_t\) is the treadmill velocity. The parameters of the 3-DOF prosthetic test robot, the semi-active JM, and the point-foot model are reported in Table I and are within the range of commercially available devices. As seen in Table I and (30), if the leg is straight \((q_2 = \pi/2, q_3 = 0)\), then \(L_z\) is larger than \(S_z\) and is equal to \(q_1 + l_2 + l_3\). Based on (31), when \(L_z\) is larger than the standoff constant (stance phase), GRF is nonzero; this observation illustrates the consistency of the force model. The robot regressor and parameter vector are given in [23]. As shown in Table I,
the overcharge control resistor $R_{s3}$ is bypassed, so we assume $s_3 = 0$ for the remainder of the paper.

### B. Control Parameters

The desired virtual control is obtained from mixed PB tracking/impedance control, where the first two components are active force and torque for the upper joints (hip displacement and thigh angle), and the third component is the virtual control $a_{3t3}/R_{3c}$. The control objective is motion control for the upper joints and impedance control for the knee joint. The controller gains and parameters of the first two active joints are shown in Table II. The impedance parameters $(l, b$, and $k)$ and control gains $(\lambda_{IC}, K_{IC})$ of the knee joint will be obtained by NSBBO. An able-bodied subject with weight 78 kg and height 1.83 m walking at normal speed was recorded at the Motions Studies Laboratory of the Cleveland Department of Veterans Affairs Medical Center (VAMC) [41] and is used for the reference trajectory.

### C. NSBBO Parameters

In this case study, the prosthetic knee is the only semi-active joint. As mentioned in Section V–C, NSBBO is used to find the impedance parameters and control gains for the knee joint to minimize the RMS error of knee joint tracking and maximize the change in capacitor energy. The purpose of the first objective function is to achieve a symmetric and near-normal gait for the amputee. This objective is attractive in that symmetric gait has been shown to alleviate ancillary health problems in amputees, and amputees prefer to walk with a symmetric gait [42], [43]. The purpose of the second objective function is to regenerate energy in the ultracapacitor. This objective is attractive in that a powered robotic leg prosthesis has been shown to provide limited hours of continuous walking on a single battery charge. For instance, the powered prosthetic knee/ankle system in [44] can provide about 1.5 hours of continuous walking at normal speed.

The search domains of the impedance parameters and control gains are shown in Table III. The nominal values of the impedance parameters for good tracking at the knee joint are taken from [33], and the search space is large enough to include the nominal values and a significant region around them. We increased the search domain if the optimum solutions found by NSBBO were close to the search domain boundary. We narrowed the search domain if the optimum solution was far from the boundary. This approach led to the domains shown in Table III.

The NSBBO parameters were manually tuned to achieve satisfactory results and are shown in Table IV. To tune the parameters, we performed a sensitivity analysis of NSBBO performance to each parameter, one at a time, to find a local optimum of NSBBO performance with respect to each parameter. EA parameter tuning is scientific in that we vary the parameters to find locally optimum values, but it is also an art that is based on EA experience that provides intuition for how to vary the parameters [34], [45].

Previous research measured the range of motion (ROM) of the body joints for various activities [46, Ch. 12, [47], [48]. In [47], maximum knee flexion and extension for level walking is measured for two age groups of 60 healthy subjects. Maximum knee flexion of $60^\circ \pm 4^\circ$ and $60^\circ \pm 5^\circ$ is reported for young and old age groups, respectively. Maximum knee extension of $-3^\circ \pm 4^\circ$ and $-6^\circ \pm 5^\circ$ is reported for young and old age groups, respectively. Aging leads to loose tendons and ligaments, and subsequently larger and undesirable knee hyperextension for older subjects. However, we use a conservative value for $p_3$ such that both young and old subjects would feel comfortable when wearing the prosthesis as controlled here. Therefore, the inequality $q_3 \geq p_3 = -2.3^\circ$ is used as an MOO constraint to prevent knee hyperextension.

The following tuning parameters are used in the static penalty method.

$\beta = 1.5, p = 6, [R_{31} R_{32} \cdots R_{36}] = [1 3 10 20 50 100], [T_{31} T_{32} \cdots T_{35}] = 0.01 \times [1 2 4 6 9]$ (33)

$\beta = 1.5$ is obtained by manual tuning for good MOO performance, which is consistent with $\beta \approx 2$ as reported in [34, Ch. 19]. $p = 6$ is the number of constraint levels, and is chosen as a
tradeoff between algorithmic flexibility and constraint-handling simplicity. In summary, we use NSBBO to solve the MOO problem in (28) for a 3-DOF robotic manipulator with energy regenerative electronics.

VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section first presents simulation results with constant impedance in Section VII-A, then presents simulation results with time-varying impedance in Section VII-B, then compares simulation results in Section VII-C, then presents experimental results in Section VII-D, and finally discusses potential improvements and limitations in Section VII-E.

A. Constant Impedance

We first run NSBBO with constant impedance parameters for 10 independent trials, and achieve similar Pareto fronts in each simulation, thus confirming the repeatability of NSBBO for this application. Fig. 3 shows the non-dominated Pareto points obtained from all 10 MOO trials. For clarity we illustrate 2-dimensional projections of the Pareto front instead of the 3-dimensional view. Fig. 3(a) shows RMS knee angle tracking error $f_1$ and change in capacitor energy $E_0 - f_2$, where $E_0$ is the initial capacitor energy. Note that no solutions violate the penalty term, so $\phi = 0$ for all solutions. Fig. 3(a) verifies the conflicting nature of the two objective functions. Fig. 3(b) illustrates the change in energy and the inequality constraint violation magnitude $f_3$. Fig. 3(c) shows the inequality constraint violation and the knee angle tracking error. Fig. 3 verifies that Pareto points with high energy regeneration tend to have large knee angle tracking error and large inequality constraint violation magnitude.

After Pareto points are obtained, the user needs to subjectively select a single solution for implementation. A pseudo-weight approach is used here to make the selection convenient. For each Pareto point, a weight vector $W$ with a dimension equal to the number of objectives is calculated as follows [49]:

$$w_i = \frac{\left(f_i^{\text{max}} - f_i\right)}{\sum_{m=1}^{M} \left(f_m^{\text{max}} - f_m\right)}$$

$$W = \left[w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_M\right]$$

where $M$ is the number of objectives, and $f_i^{\text{max}}$ and $f_i^{\text{min}}$ are the maximum and minimum value of the $i$-th objective function (taken among all Pareto points). Note that the sum of the components of $W$ is 1. Fig. 3 shows the 2-dimensional projection of the Pareto front, where we label some Pareto points with various weight vectors as representative points. Table V shows the impedance parameters for the Pareto points that are labeled in Fig. 3. The labeled points are highlighted in red in order to be easily identified and cross-referenced with the points in Table V.

The solution with pseudo-weight $W = (0.5, 0, 0.5)$ has the minimum knee tracking error 0.0009 rad, the maximum energy loss -37.75 J, and no inequality constraint violation. In contrast, $W = (0, 1, 0)$ has the worst tracking error 0.0461 rad, the highest energy gain 263.1 J, and the highest inequality constraint violation magnitude 0.0541. The initial energy of the capacitor is 100 kJ. Tracking is excellent for $W = (0.5, 0, 0.5)$ at the expense of energy loss, while energy regeneration is positive for $W = (0, 1, 0)$ at the expense of degradation in the joint angle tracking and knee hyper-extension of 6.23 degrees.
Table V

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pareto point</th>
<th>pseudo weight</th>
<th>$e_{\text{kin}}$ (rad)</th>
<th>energy (J)</th>
<th>constraint violation</th>
<th>$I$ (Kgm$^2$)</th>
<th>$b$ (Nms)</th>
<th>$k$ (Nm)</th>
<th>$K_{IC}$</th>
<th>$A_{IC}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$P_1$</td>
<td>(0.50, 0.00, 0.50)</td>
<td>0.0009</td>
<td>-37.75</td>
<td>0.00 E + 0</td>
<td>1.8569</td>
<td>5145.6</td>
<td>59523</td>
<td>3159.2</td>
<td>867.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_2$</td>
<td>(0.44, 0.06, 0.50)</td>
<td>0.0066</td>
<td>+0.897</td>
<td>0.00 E + 0</td>
<td>22.896</td>
<td>622.03</td>
<td>19176</td>
<td>1965.4</td>
<td>164.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_3$</td>
<td>(0.36, 0.15, 0.49)</td>
<td>0.0128</td>
<td>+24.60</td>
<td>3.78 E - 4</td>
<td>12.892</td>
<td>68.463</td>
<td>59644</td>
<td>2291.4</td>
<td>2358.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_4$</td>
<td>(0.32, 0.17, 0.51)</td>
<td>0.0174</td>
<td>+61.55</td>
<td>6.28 E - 4</td>
<td>12.892</td>
<td>68.463</td>
<td>24514</td>
<td>1965.4</td>
<td>164.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_5$</td>
<td>(0.27, 0.26, 0.47)</td>
<td>0.0209</td>
<td>+122.3</td>
<td>2.80 E - 3</td>
<td>21.440</td>
<td>68.463</td>
<td>59644</td>
<td>3343.9</td>
<td>164.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_6$</td>
<td>(0.04, 0.32, 0.64)</td>
<td>0.0440</td>
<td>+101.7</td>
<td>1.60 E - 3</td>
<td>23.896</td>
<td>70.478</td>
<td>19176</td>
<td>2275.2</td>
<td>3157.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_7$</td>
<td>(0.00, 1.00, 0.00)</td>
<td>0.0461</td>
<td>+263.1</td>
<td>5.41 E - 2</td>
<td>47.644</td>
<td>68.463</td>
<td>59644</td>
<td>1965.4</td>
<td>164.69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4 illustrates mixed tracking/impedance control performance for three Pareto points: $W = (0.5, 0, 0.5)$, $W = (0, 1, 0)$, and $W = (0.36, 0.15, 0.49)$. The Pareto point for $W = (0.36, 0.15, 0.49)$ in Fig. 4 is a suitable tradeoff. It provides positive energy regeneration, tracking error of 0.0128 rad, and constraint violation of 3.78E-4. There are other Pareto points with similar characteristics in Fig. 3, but we choose Pareto point $W = (0.36, 0.15, 0.49)$ as representative. We choose $P_3$ because it was the first Pareto point in Table V with considerable positive energy gain and smaller tracking error. However, we could choose other similar Pareto points with similar properties, depending on the priority of the control objectives.

For clarity, Fig. 4 spans only five seconds and the desired trajectories are indicated with a thick gray line. As expected, in Fig. 4(a) and (b) near-perfect tracking is achieved for hip position and thigh angle for all pseudo-weight combinations. However, in Fig. 4(c) external force is handled by impedance control for the knee joint, which results in a deviation from the reference trajectory. For clarity, Fig. 4(d) zooms in on the knee joint angle for a single gait cycle.

Fig. 5(a) shows ultracapacitor voltage for the three selected solutions. The Pareto point $W = (0.5, 0, 0.5)$ loses energy so the capacitor voltage decreases. $W = (0.36, 0.15, 0.49)$ shows a slight voltage increase, $W = (0, 1, 0)$ has relatively high energy regeneration and a corresponding capacitor voltage increase. Fig. 5(b) shows GRF along the z-axis for the three selected solutions. The resulting GRF is similar to able-bodied GRF in shape and magnitude, despite the fact that a simple point foot model is used [37].

$W = (0.5, 0, 0.5)$ is not a suitable solution because of its high energy loss. Although $W = (0, 1, 0)$ results in energy regeneration, it is not a suitable solution since tracking is poor in stance phase, and it results in chattering and abnormal knee hyperextension of approximately 6 degrees. The Pareto point with $W = (0.36, 0.15, 0.49)$ is a suitable trade-off since it has near-perfect tracking in swing phase and acceptable tracking during stance phase with negligible chattering but positive energy change. “Acceptable” tracking is quantified by noting that intrasubject variability of knee angle for an able-bodied subject is 0.033 rad [50]. We assume that the tracking performance for the prosthetic knee is acceptable if the RMS error is less than intrasubject knee angle variability. The maximum knee hyper-extension for $W = (0.36, 0.15, 0.49)$ is 2.35 degrees, which slightly violates the inequality constraint but is normal for healthy subjects [47]. We choose the Pareto solution corresponding to $W = (0.36, 0.15, 0.49)$ to achieve our desired control objectives, which are trajectory tracking and energy regeneration for the knee joint. However, one could choose other solutions in Fig. 3 with similar properties, depending on the priority of the control objectives.

Fig. 6 shows the hip and thigh control signals for the selected Pareto point $W = (0.36, 0.15, 0.49)$. The average magnitudes of able-bodied hip force and thigh torque are in the range -800 to 200 N and -50 to 100 Nm, respectively [50–52]. The peak magnitudes of hip force and thigh torque in Fig. 6, ignoring instantaneous spikes in thigh torque, are two times greater than in able-bodied human subjects. This is partially due to the fact that we use large control gains for the active joints to achieve pure motion tracking with small error on the order of 1E-5 rad. Another reason is the differences between the dynamics of the prosthesis test robot and human walking. As a result, we have different forces and torques. These differences do not cause concern because in our application hip force and thigh torque are provided by the prosthesis test robot, while in amputee applications they are provided by human subjects. Future work with amputee subjects will need to ensure that the torques that are available from the knee motor can provide a good balance between angle tracking and regeneration with human-generated hip and thigh motions. A final reason for the large hip force and thigh torque is the difference between the dynamics of the prosthesis and the human knee/shank/ankle/foot system. For example, as in most transfemoral prostheses, there is no ankle push-off in our simulated prosthesis.

We constrain the modulating input to $|r_3| \leq 1$ to account for amplifiers whose output voltage is limited to the supply voltage. A fixed-ratio boost stage in series with our modulating element could be used to relax this constraint, but our results indicate that this is not necessary for normal walking. $r_3$ is within the specified range and is illustrated in Fig. 7. This reveals that the designed controller for normal walking would be realistic for use in real-world prosthesis applications. It will be of great interest to investigate the performance of the control system for various walking activities in future research. Equation (6) shows that $r_3$ is an adjustable parameter that has a direct relationship with the knee joint control signal. Fig. 7 shows that a small $r_3$ is required when the knee joint displacement is small, while a higher $r_3$ is required when the knee joint displacement is large.
Fig. 4. (a) Vertical hip displacement, (b) thigh angle, (c) knee angle, and (d) zoomed knee angle for a single cycle.

Fig. 5. (a) Ultracapacitor voltage, and (b) GRF along the z-axis for three selected solutions.

Fig. 6. Hip and thigh control signal for the selected Pareto solution \( W = (0.36, 0.15, 0.49) \).

Fig. 7. Knee control signal and angle for the selected Pareto solution \( W = (0.36, 0.15, 0.49) \).
B. Time-Varying Impedance

The preceding section showed that constant impedance results in chattering in the knee joint during stance. Although the amount of chattering is small enough that knee tracking error is small, the amputee may not feel comfortable with such chattering. Therefore, time-varying impedance is suggested here. Time-varying impedance can add flexibility to the control design, diminish chattering, and better satisfy the control objectives.

Each impedance parameter should be variable and periodic with frequency \(w_0 = 5.46\) rad/s, which is the frequency of the walking gait. We divide the gait cycle into \(l\) equal time slots, and generate \(l\) impedance values, which we use as spline knots. Then the value of each impedance parameter at any time instant is determined by cubic spline interpolation through the knots. MOO finds the optimum values for the \(l\) knots to minimize the objectives. Fig. 8 shows an example of time-varying impedance with \(l = 10\) knots.

The control gains and parameter search domains are the same as in Tables II and III. The inequality constraint and its parameters are the same as in Section VI-C. A large value for \(l\) results in more flexibility but makes the optimization problem more computationally expensive. Additionally, the performance of global optimization algorithms degrades as dimensionality increases [34].

A tradeoff between simplicity and flexibility is required. In this research, we use \(l = 10\), so there are 10 coefficients to be optimized for each impedance parameter, and we optimize two control gains, for a total of 32 independent variables. Since the number of independent variables is significantly larger than in the previous section, we increase the number of NSBBO generations to 700. The other NSBBO tuning parameters are the same as in Table IV.

We run NSBBO for 10 independent trials. The Pareto front of Fig. 9 is obtained and is compared to the Pareto front with constant parameters. Fig. 9 shows the change in capacitor energy \(E_0 = f_2\) and RMS knee angle tracking error \(f_1\). The range of inequality constraint violation magnitude \(f_3\) for the knee angle is also illustrated in this figure.

The Pareto points with time-varying impedance do not violate the penalty term, so \(\phi = 0\) for all solutions. However, some Pareto points violate the knee angle inequality constraint. Fig. 9 verifies that the constraint violation magnitude increases as the knee joint tracking error increases. The Pareto points with tracking error less than 0.03 rad slightly violate the inequality constraint; in these cases the knee angle is sometimes less than zero, but always greater than \(-2.69\) degrees. The Pareto points with tracking error greater than 0.03 rad violate the constraint; the maximum knee hyperextension is between 2.7 and 6 degrees in these cases. Pareto points with tracking error less than 0.03 rad would be suitable for both young and old subjects, and Pareto points with tracking error between 0.03 and 0.05 rad would be acceptable for old subjects (see Section VI-C). Pareto points with maximum knee joint hyperextension larger than 6 degrees would not be practical. Table VI shows the pseudo-weights and objective function values for the five representative Pareto points with time-varying impedance that are labeled in Fig. 9. Tables V and VI verify that the inequality constraint violation is smaller for solutions with time-varying impedances than with constant impedances.

Fig. 9 shows that solutions with time-varying impedance dominate solutions with constant impedance. Note that the nature of a Pareto front is to provide multiple candidate solutions that satisfy the MOO problem as in Fig. 9. A fair comparison of constant and time-varying impedance cannot rely on a com-
Fig. 10. (a) Knee joint angle for three solutions with time-varying impedance, and (b) zoomed knee angle for a single cycle.

Comparison of a single solution from each Pareto front, because the selected solution from each Pareto front might not outperform the other one with respect to all objective functions. Therefore, Section VII–C instead applies two systematic approaches to compare the Pareto fronts obtained with time-varying and constant impedance.

The solution with pseudo-weight $W = (0.5, 0, 0.5)$ has the minimum knee tracking error 0.0008 rad, the worst energy change $-9.531$ J, and no inequality constraint violation. On the other hand, $W = (0, 1, 0)$ has the worst tracking error 0.0452 rad, the highest energy gain 270.3 J, and the worst inequality constraint violation magnitude 0.0504. $W = (0.28, 0.27, 0.45)$ is a tradeoff solution with tracking error 0.0178 rad, positive energy gain, and no constraint violation. The Pareto point $W = (0.28, 0.27, 0.45)$ is a suitable solution that provides reasonable performance for all three objective functions. There are other Pareto points with similar characteristics in Fig. 9, but we choose Pareto point $W = (0.28, 0.27, 0.45)$ as a representative tradeoff.

We achieve near-perfect tracking for hip position and thigh angle for all pseudo-weight combinations. External force is handled by impedance control for the knee joint, and results in a deviation from the reference trajectory as illustrated in Fig. 10(a). For clarity, Fig. 10(b) zooms in on the knee joint angle for one gait cycle. Fig. 11 shows ultracapacitor voltage for three pseudo-weight combinations. $\Delta E_{\text{U3}}$ is negative for $W = (0.5, 0, 0.5)$ (energy loss), and positive for $W = (0, 1, 0)$ and $W = (0.28, 0.27, 0.45)$ (energy gain).

Recall that Fig. 4(c) showed that solutions with constant impedance resulted in undesirable chattering in the knee angle during stance phase. However, Fig. 10 shows that solutions with time-varying impedance do not result in chattering, and the knee angle deviates only slightly from the desired reference trajectory to regenerate energy. This is the primary benefit in using time-varying impedance. The average magnitude of each time-varying impedance parameter is close to the constant impedance parameters that were found in the previous section.

C. Comparison of Pareto Fronts

A comparison of the Pareto front with constant impedance parameters $PF_C$, and the Pareto front with time-varying parameters $PF_V$, is conducted here using Pareto front hypervolume and relative coverage. These methods are popular for evaluating the quality of a Pareto front [34], [53]. The Pareto front normalized hypervolume is computed as

$$ \text{Normalized Hypervolume} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{NP} \prod_{j=1}^{M} f_i}{NP} $$

where $M$ is the number of objectives, $f_i$ is the value of the $i$-th objective function, and $NP$ is the number of Pareto points. Another way to compare Pareto fronts is to compute relative coverage. This metric is determined by the number of solutions in the first Pareto set that are weakly dominated by at least one solution in the second Pareto set [34], [53].

A smaller number for normalized hypervolume and relative coverage indicates better performance. Table VII shows the
normalized hypervolume and relative coverage of $PF_C$ and $PF_V$. Note that the number of Pareto points is an output of the optimization algorithm. The number of Pareto points depends on the characteristics of the problem, the inherent randomness of the evolutionary optimization algorithm, and the problem dimension. For instance, as the problem dimension increases the search space becomes larger, and therefore the optimization algorithm typically finds fewer solutions.

Table VII shows that none of solutions in $PF_V$ are weakly dominated by any solutions in $PF_C$, while 95.5% of solutions in $PF_C$ are weakly dominated by at least one Pareto point in $PF_V$. In addition, the normalized hypervolume of $PF_V$ is smaller than that of $PF_C$. These results clearly indicate that time-varying impedance performs better than constant impedance, and therefore provide better tracking accuracy and energy storage.

Simulation results for time-varying impedance show that the tradeoff solution can recover 131.2 J during 10 seconds of normal walking. Assuming that one gait cycle is approximately 1.15 seconds, the amount of recovered energy in each stride would be 16.18 J. Note that in addition to this surplus energy, which could be provided to a prosthetic ankle, the ultracapacitor could provide the energy required by the knee joint for an unlimited amount of normal walking. The ankle joint of an able-bodied person requires about 17.8 J during normal walking [21]. Therefore, the tradeoff solution allows the possibility of transferring surplus energy at the knee to the ankle joint. This result has the potential to significantly reduce power requirements in a powered prosthesis.

Contrary to solutions with constant impedance, time-varying impedance results in knee angle tracking without high frequency oscillations. Although some solutions may lead to abnormal knee hyperextension in our simulations, we would not select them from the Pareto set for practical control solutions. In addition, a real prosthetic leg would include a mechanical stop to prevent hyperextension. There could be unusual and unexpected walking scenarios in real-world applications that could result in hyperextension. In such cases, the controller would have to be robust enough to react to the resultant impact force.

Further development and experiments will be required to study this problem.

D. Experimental Results

We perform an experimental test on the 3-DOF prosthesis test robot discussed in Section VI to demonstrate: (1) the conflicting nature of trajectory tracking and energy regeneration; and (2) the feasibility of energy regeneration in a prosthetic knee powered by ultracapacitors. The first two DOFs, hip displacement and thigh angle, are motion controlled and powered by external sources, while the third DOF, prosthetic knee angle, is semi-active and impedance controlled. Translational and angular motions are measured with optical encoders. External force at the knee joint is measured with a load cell and is used as feedback in the control system. A capacitor bank powers the knee joint, while the upper joints are powered by external sources. The capacitor bank has six 650 F, 2.7 V capacitors in series ($C = 108.3 \text{ F}$). The initial capacitor bank voltage is 15 V. A Syren10 manufactured by Dimension Engineering is used as the servo amplifier for the capacitor bank. Control commands and sensor acquisitions are implemented with a dSPACE DS1103 PPC system that interfaces with Matlab / Simulink and ControlDesk software. The data sampling frequency is 2 kHz. The angular signal from the knee encoder is numerically differentiated and filtered with a second-order low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 30 Hz for input to the knee controller. The capacitor voltage is low-pass filtered with a cutoff frequency of 10 Hz. Fig. 12 illustrates the experimental setup for the 3-DOF prosthesis test robot.

The goal in this subsection is to experimentally verify that greater deviations from reference trajectories can provide better energy regeneration, and that better tracking of reference trajectories typically results in less energy regeneration. To this end, we compare a high-impedance controller with low-impedance controller, both with constant impedances. We recorded the sensor signals for 15 seconds. For both cases, we can achieve small RMS errors of 5 mm and 0.10 rad for hip displacement and
thigh angle, respectively. High-impedance and low-impedance control result in RMS tracking errors of 0.14 rad and 0.2 rad, respectively.

Hip displacement and thigh angle are shown in Figs. 13 and 14, respectively. These figures demonstrate worse tracking than in the simulation (compare with Fig. 4). This is due to the fact that able-bodied gait data is used as the desired trajectories for the prosthesis test robot, while: (1) the dynamics of the test robot are much different than the dynamics of human walking; (2) the lack of an ankle joint in the prosthesis influences the upper joints; and (3) the inefficiency of the servo-amplifiers for the upper joints contribute to poor tracking.

Fig. 15 illustrates the knee angle with constant impedances. In contrast to the simulation results, there is no chattering in the knee angle. This is due to the natural mechanical and electrical damping in the physical system that is not modeled in the simulation.

Fig. 16 shows the capacitor voltage change for the two different impedance settings. Linear regression is fit to the capacitor voltage to better represent the trend. The capacitor voltage of the high impedance controller has a decreasing trend while the voltage of the low impedance controller shows a slight increasing trend.

These initial experimental results verify the feasibility of prosthetic leg control with self-powered operation and even energy regeneration at the semi-active knee joint. The constant-impedance experiment provides the proof of concept, and so including results with time-varying impedance is not critical to the point of this paper. However, future work should include experimental results for time-varying impedance.

Compared with the simulation results, the experimental results demonstrate a slower energy gain with low impedance, and a faster energy loss with high impedance. That is, energy performance is worse in the experiment than in simulation. This is due to unmodeled losses and inefficiencies in the wiring, the motor, friction, and other non-ideal factors. For instance, the experiment does not control for the cable lengths, and just a few ohms can make the difference between a net charge or a net discharge, especially when we are close to the self-powered condition. It may also be due to the fact that we used a point-foot model in the simulation whereas we used a non-point foot in the experiment. However, the experimental results still demonstrate the promising potential of prosthesis control with energy regeneration.

E. Potential Improvements and Limitations

For future work, it is of great interest to implement the controller on a prototype prosthetic leg with energy regenerative electronics for amputee use. Robust control can be implemented to account for parameter uncertainties and unusual walking scenarios in practical applications. Also, instead of using a single Pareto point for the controller, it could be possible to use a com-
bination of Pareto points to benefit from more than one solution. For instance, we could use a solution with minimum tracking error and then switch to a solution with high energy regeneration, depending on current needs and priorities. System stability during controller switching is also an important issue that will need to be carefully considered.

The limitations of this research include several factors. Although the simulations showed a net energy increase, mechanical friction was not considered in the JM model. In addition, the internal dynamics of the power converter elements and the sensors were neglected in this study. Incorporation of these factors could be an important step toward generalization and modeling accuracy. We also note that we modeled and implemented the prosthetic leg without the ankle joint. We also did not investigate the mechanism of transferring energy from the knee to the ankle joint. A general prosthetic model with both knee and ankle joints could be used in future studies to investigate the performance of the ankle joint while it is powered by the stored energy of the knee joint. This would require the design of a mechanism for power exchange between the two joints. Also, we have considered only normal walking in this paper. We will need to consider control design and energy regeneration for activities such as fast walking, stair ascent or descent, and incline walking.

VIII. Conclusion

Mixed passivity based tracking/impedance control was designed for a robotic manipulator with both active and semi-active joints. Active joints were motion controlled while semi-active joints were impedance controlled. The semi-active joints are powered by a regenerative scheme that includes a JM, an energy-storing element, and a PCE. The control law for the semi-active joint is determined by an exact matching law. A desired target impedance is imposed on the relationship between external force and reference trajectory deviation. We showed that tracking accuracy and energy regeneration in the semi-active joint are competing objectives. Therefore, multi-objective optimization (MOO) was used to obtain a compromise solution.

A constrained NSBBO algorithm was used to solve the MOO problem. A prototype prosthesis test robot with 3 DOFs was used as an example. The first two DOFs are active hip displacement and thigh angle, while the third DOF is semi-active knee angle. Time-varying impedance was implemented with cubic splines, which resulted in better tracking accuracy and more stored energy than constant impedance. The simulation results indicated the feasibility of prosthetic leg control with human-like tracking performance and positive energy regeneration at the semi-active knee joint. The storage of energy in the ultracapacitor motivates the idea of transferring the surplus energy at the knee to the ankle joint. Experimental results also demonstrated energy storage at the knee joint. These results show the potential to significantly reduce power requirements in a transfemoral prosthesis. The source code used to generate these results and a video of the animated simulations are available at [54].
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